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At Western Electric,
we put science to work.
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The installation diagrams for
telephone switching centers have been

generated through computer graphics.
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in a variety
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to drilling

environments..Like transistors
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is a new breed
their specialties, they also to be
comfortable working in other fundamental
disciplines once left only to "pure
scientists". At Western Electric, we put
science to work:
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Western Electric
We make things that bring people closer.
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Much has been said about the co-operative
system of education, but little credit has been
given to the men who are responsible for this edu-
cation - the professional engineers. While it is true
that others are included on this unofficial staff, the
engineer himself is the backbone. He is concerned
with the practical application of theoretical knowl-
edge, and as such his role is just as important, per-
haps even more so, than that of a college professor.

This role implies a certain responsibility on the
part of the engineer to pass on the knowledge
which he has gained by his experience. This is simi-
lar to the apprenticeship arrangement in many
non-professional fields. For example, the master
plumber will pass on the knowledge which he has
accumulated in years of work to his apprentice,
who will in turn work towards becoming a master
plumber. In just such a way, the professional engi-
neer teaches the apprentice en ginner, or co-op stu-
dent. This is, of course, a repeating process - the
engineer instructs the student, who will become an
engineer and in his turn teach more students.

The majority of professional people have risen
to this task in an admirable fashion. There are
many engineers who will go out of their way to
help the student, taking valuable time to explain
difficult processes and concepts. These men are
willing to do extra work, and to expend more time
and effort than they are specifically required to do,
for the purpose of educating the co-op student.
Their attitude seems to be one of dedication to
their profession, and is even more admirable that
these men are well aware that the students whom
they are helping to become engineers will one day
replace them in their jobs.

The guidance of these men is invaluable. It is
something that is taken for granted by the co-op
student which, as stated above, requires much time
and effort on the part of the professional engineer.
This has been written to express the appreciation
of one senior. to the men with whom he has
worked. Undoubtedly it is typical of all who will
soon join the ranks of the professional engineer.

Brent Stiles ChE '75



STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
Dear Editor:

I am a freshman in mechanical engineering. I
would like to get involved in college organizations,
however, I am totally unclear as to what is in-
volved, and more importantly, the time require-
ment. It seems as if I am constantly studying, and
if I take too much time to get involved, I am afraid
I will flunk out. Exactly how much time would it
take per week to work on the staff of the Co-Oper-
ative Engineer, for instance? Could you give me
some idea of what duties I would be doing? Where
do I go, and who do I see to get started? If I have
all the facts, it will be easier for me to make a
decision on whether or not to get involved and if I
do decide to get involved, what organization to
join.

An Interested Member
of the Class of 1979

Dear Interested M.E. '79,

For an overview of the various student engi-
neering organizations, may I suggest your reading
the "News Briefs" in this issue. This should give
you an idea of the purposes, activities, and who
you can contact in regard to the societies. For
most of these groups, time involvement is minimal.
Meetings are usually held once a month, and last
for one hour. The exception, of course, is when
seminars and special functions are held.

The "Co-operative Engineer" does not involve
much time, either. Bi-weekly meetings are held for
15 to 20 minutes to update the status of the maga-
zines, e.g. articles, photography, etc. Also, longer
meetings are held whenever layout and mailings are
in progress.

As for the different functions of each position
on the staff, may I suggest you stop by and see me
in 643 Baldwin.

Brent Stiles

EDITOR'S NOTE: This column is open to anyone
at the University, whether he is a student or fac-
ulty member, in or out of the College of Engineer-
ing. Letters may be concerned with anything you
feel our readership would be interested in. All
letters must be signed, but names will be withheld
on request. Please also include your organizational
affiliation. Address them to:

Editor, The Cooperative Engineer
Room 643, Baldwin Hall
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

AUTUMN, 1974

ENGINE CHARLIE

As you have probably already discovered,
"Engine Charlie" has been dropped from this issue.
We on the editorial staff felt this was necessary to
keep up with the University's progressive policy on
eliminating discrimination due to sex, race, reli-
gion, etc. However, we are still sensitive to our
reader's expectations and therefore, encourage
your comments on this. Please address your views
to the Cooperative Engineer, 643 Baldwin, or de-
posit them in the special mail slot in our office.

This issue's cover photo by
Dave Groen is the "Steqowa-
genvolkssaurus," built by Ms.
Mary Renick. She developed
the. idea and the creature in
her back yard last year. This
"buq" will inhabit Rhodes
Hall until next quarter.
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The intention of this article is to better inform My personal goals for this year are to:

the student of the College of Engineering as to the I) Complete last year's Tribunal goal to establish
structure and function of the Engineering Tribunal a Tribunal information pamphlet to better com-
as well as the goals that I have in mind for the municate the purpose and activities of Engineering
school year 1974-75. Tribunal.

According to the Constitution of the Engi- 2) Re-evaluate each department's curricula using
neering Tribunal, "the purpose of this body shall the teaching/learning evaluations and additional
be to represent the students of the College of Engi- surveys if necessary.
neering and to promote, coordinate, and regulate 3) Fill and maintain maximum student represen-
the student activities of the college." To meet this tation (3 per committee) on the College Com-
requirement a representative from each department mittees.
and class (i.e. EE'76) and each section are elected 4) Immediately begin working on the arrange-
to serve on Tribunal. Five freshman representatives ments and publicizing of the annual Engineering
and section II representatives (sophomore thru Dance.
senior) are elected during the winter quarter of 5) Bring together all of the presidents of the stu-
each year. The section I representatives (sopho- dent chapters of professional organizations to ex-
more thru senior) are elected during the spring change ideas concerning the activities which they
quarter of each year. In addition to these, one re- feel have been effective in this organization.
presentative from each student chapter of a profes- 6) Encourage maximum communication between
sional organization (i.e. AIChE), the Cooperative Section I & II tribunal members in order to ensure
Engineer staff, and Tau Beta Pi is to serve on Tri- good continuity and cooperation.
bunal. The Student Senators and University Sena- 7) Develop leadership among the underclassmen
tor from the College of Engineering are auto- Tribunal members so that next year's officers can
matically members of Engineering Tribunal. continue where this year's Tribunal leaves off.
Special appointments approved by Tribunal can The Engineering Tribunal and the faculty and
compose up to 25% of the elected membership of administration should work as a unit in deter-
Tribunal for each section. Consequently, there are mining the type of education available in the Col-
actually two Tribunals ... Section I and Section II. lege of Engineering. Both sides must be sincere in
However, in order to maintain continuity between striving to provide the best quality of education
sections, written correspondence to those members possible. I personally believe that the curriculum of
on work section is essential. Any major legislation each department should be continuously re-evalu-
(such as constitution amendments and college ated in order to keep pace with the rapidly
policy) approved by one section must also be ap- changing needs of the engineering community. En-
proved by the members on the alternate section. gineering Tribunal's job. then is to prove to the
Those members on work section are welcome to students and faculty that it is a responsible body
attend the Tribunal meetings and they have full and that it does have an active roll in the policies
voting privileges. of the College. First of all, the members and offi-

The primary activities of the Engineering Tri- cers of the Tribunal must be willing to put forth
bunal are: their best effort in achieving these goals. Secondly,
I)Conduct teaching/learning evaluations each the students must be willing to take an interest in
quarter the Tribunal and let their representative know

a) the results are used to present five teaching when they think that they are not getting the
awards at the end of each academic year. quality of education they feel they deserve.

2) Arrange social functions for the College which I hope that this article gives the students a better
includes the quarterly student/faculty socials and understanding of the purpose of the Engineering
the annual Engineering Dance held each winter Tribunal. If nothing else I hope that this article will
quarter. generate questions from students in Engineering. I
3) Organize student participation on the College welcome anyone to stop in at the Student Activi-
Committees in order to insure a greater voice in the ties room in 643 Baldwin Hall to talk to me about
affairs and policies of the College (these commit- their ideas or complaints. If I am not there, leave
tees are open to any student enrolled in the College me a note.
of Engineering)
4) Oversee all of the student organizations and
activities associated with the College.
5) Act as a sounding board for any legitimate
grievance that a student may have concerning his
academic program. John Hulick, President
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Let me start by remarking how pleased I am to all in metallurgy. His professional practice includes
join all of you in the Engineering College at the association with Falk Corporation, Milwaukee in
University of Cincinnati. 1947; Ingersoll-Rand Corporation, Phillipsburg,

It is a very good time to be undertaking this new N.J., in 1948; Steel Founder's Society of Ameri-
assignment, for a variety of reasons, but primarily ca, Cleveland, Ohio, in 1949.
because this is a very good time to be an engineer. He is a native of Detroit, Michigan, and served in

With all the manifold troubles of the world, the the U.S. Naval Construction Battalions (Seabees) in
nation and our community, it is refreshing to the Pacific Theatre 1943-46.
observe that engineering is once again becoming As a Faculty member at MIT for sixteen years,
respected and respectable. We engineers have just Dr. Adams held various posts, including: Abex Cor-
passed through some very dark days, and a couple poration Professor; Director, Welding Laboratory;
of years of extremely bad press, in which much Co-Director, Ice Research Laboratory. Since 1968
attention was focussed on what seemed to be a he has been Pelton Professor of Materials Engi-
disastrous job market. We were bludgeoned with neering, University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee; and
pictures of Aeronautical Engineers washing cars in was Interim Dean, College of Applied Science and
Seattle, and Ph.D's papering their ceilings with Engineering, UWM, in 1971.
rejections to job applications. Entirely invisible in His primary concerns with teaching and research
those days was the continuing demand (which have been in the materials processing and solidifica-
never did disappear) for good, broadly trained tion fields. He has taught metallurgy, chemical
practical engineers, especially those with some ex- engineering, building and engineering construction
perience or exposure to industrial or manufac- and architecture. As visiting professor, he has
turing operations, in short, precisely the type of taught at other major institutions, among them
individual emerging from the co-op program. On Brown, Ohio State, Purdue, Arkansas, Indiana, and
top of this, because of the engineer's obvious in- Carneige-Mellon Universities. In addition, he has
volvement in all manner of energy and processing taught "metal sculpture" courses at MIT and at the
industries, he was blamed for befouling the en- , Boston Museum School.
vironment, producing ever more lethal weapons, Dr. Adams' research has been conducted in the
and generally regarded a menace. fields of materials processing, heat transfer, crystal

It is nice to see all this changing. Now the engi- growth, desalination, mechanical properties of
neer is being called upon once again to "fix" materials, laser and electron beam devices, petro-
things, to render the processing and power indus- chemical flames and manufacturing methods.
tries less offensive, to enhance productivity in man- Author of more than eighty scholarly publica-
ufacturing, to develop and invent, to find and tions and holder of numerous patents, Dr. Adams
manipulate copious quantities of clean, safe, low- is a registered engineer in the Commonwealth of
cost energy, and do all those related things pecu- Massachusetts and a member of 15 other profes-
liarly the province of the engineer, directed to the sional societies including: Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi,
maintenance and advancement of the living stan- and American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical
dard of mankind. That is a large charter and a and Petroleum Engineers. He is an Honorary Mem-
grand mission, the burden and opportunity of ber of the American Welding Society. In 1970 he
which will fall on the shoulders of those of you received the "best research paper" award of the
just now embarking upon the engineering career. American Vacuum Society.

I envy you! Aside from his academic life, Dr. Adams has
Dr. C. M. Adams earned wide recognition as an international con-

sultant. He is a director of Medicon, Inc., a public
corporation which produces hospital equipment
and medical hardware; and a director of the
Applied Energy Company, a Massachusetts busi-

Bibliographical Note - Dr. C. Mel Adams was ness trust which serves government and industry.
designated Dean of the College of Engineering Dr. Adams is a member of Beta Theta Pi, under-
effective September 1, 1974. graduate social fraternity. He is married to the

Dr. Adams is an alumnus and former Faculty former Theresa A. Uhrich, and M.I.T. Aerospace
member of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech- Engineering graduate. The Adamses have five chil-
nology, holding BS '49, SM '50, ScD '53 degrees, dren, ranging in age from 10 to 22.
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Optical Communications

Today's Communication Problem: Congestion

Much as been reported about the growing congestion of The chief limitation of this development was the wave-
telecommunication links, particularly in the megalopolis of guides' limited bending radius, making them completely
the U.S. East and in most of the metropolitan areas of the unsuited for the "wiring" of, say, tall skyscrapers in metro-
world. To the average citizen, these congestion problems politan areas.
are evidenced by such annoyances as the inability to com- The other waveguide examined was the fiber optic wave-
plete a telephone call because all the lines or trunks are in guide, which operates on the principle of total internal
use. Another common annoyance is the "noisy" connec- reflection of light. Each waveguide consists of a central
tion. strand of glass having one index of refraction surrounded

This congestion is the result of increased use of tele- by an outer glass cladding with a different index of refrac-
phone lines for transmitting all kinds of information, tion. Thus, light entering the core glass and striking the
ranging from personal conversations to the transmission of clad ding/ core interface at oblique angles is reflected within
pictures to the exchange of data between computers. the core time and again through the length of the fiber.

An oversimplified solution would be adding more tele- There are variations on this idea, but all rely on transparent
phone lines. But this runs afoul of space limitations - materials with different indices of refraction.
particularly in cities where conduits in buildings and under As an analogy, recall that a man sitting in a boat on a
the streets are already overcrowded. There just isn't that large lake is able to see through the water towards the
much room for more lines. bottom when he looks directly into the water near the

The realistic solution, then, is a communications system boat. However, as he shifts his gaze across the water to
that can carry a considerably greater number of messages points more distant from his boat, the lake becomes a
within the same or smaller space constraints. mirror, reflecting the opposite shoreline and sky. This same

Scientists have long known that light - in theory - principle is at work within a fiber optic waveguide. The in-
offers the fastest potential means of communication and terface between the two glasses is comparable to the inter-
has thousands of times as much capacity as wire cables or face between air and water, each having different refractive
even shortwave radio. The development of the laser in indices.
recent decades provided the largest single boost to man's Early experiments with glass optical waveguides in the
dreams of communicating on beams of light. early 1960's showed loss levels in excess of 1,000 dB/km,

Researchers soon learned, however, that sending laser limiting repeater spacing to less than 100 feet. Fiber optic
beams "naked" through space would not solve mass com- waveguides, at this point, held only promise.
munications problems. The wavelengths used by these light
beams are so short that atmospheric particles caused the
signals to diffuse. Pursuing the Promise

To solve this problem, researchers began looking for
ways to "pipe" light beams from transmitter to receiver. In the Research & Development Laboratories of Corning
Early studies showed that waveguides, as they are now Glass Works, a group of scientists pooled their technological
called, would have to transmit light signals with a minimum skills in the fields of glass melting, glass forming, and
loss to be economically practical. This loss of light in optical measurement. Their goal was to produce glass fiber
transit is expressed in decibels, which is a calculation of the optic waveguides that would make communications with
ratio of the energy input to the energy output. The maxi- light beams not only feasible, but a reality.
mum loss that waveguides could sustain and still hold By 1970, the Corning researchers had devised a comb ina-
promise for communications links was generally agreed ,to tion of materials and forming processes that produced tiny
be 20 decibels per kilometer (dB/km) in the signal-carrying glass fibers with attenuation (loss) levels equivalent to 20
wavelengths of interest - 800 nanometers and up. This loss dB/km or less. Reaching this loss level - at which optical
level would permit reasonable spacing of repeaters (signal communications might become feasible _ was the turning
boosters) that would make the establishment of optical point. In the next three years, their efforts centered on
communications systems feasible. Obviously, the lower the improving attenuation levels and developing a capability for
loss, the greater the distance between repeaters, and the manufacturing the waveguides in long lengths.
greater the economies of the overall system. In 1972, signal loss measurements on long lengths of

Corning-produced waveguides plunged to 4 dB/km. At the
Developing the Waveguide same time, measurements on this high-transmission wave-

guide indicated that the ultimate attenuation for glass
Two types of waveguides were initially studied. One con- optical waveguides would be around 2 dB/km. The Corning

sisted of lengths of hollow tubing. A series of lenses re- researchers proved this in 1973. At this level, repeater
focused the laser beams as they traveled through the tubing. spacing is stretched to 10 miles. In fact, if sea water were as

8 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



transparent as Corning's low-loss waveguides, one could Not content to await the development of laser-based
look directly down to the bottom of the Mariana Trench, a systems, Corning researchers have proceeded with experi-
depth of more than 36,000 feet - nearly 7 miles. The mental links using the modulated output of light-emitting
feasibility of using light for telecommunications had taken diodes (LEDs). With such links, both audio and video sig-
giant steps forward. nals from a portable television camera have been success-

With each of man's advances in controlling increasingly fully modulated, transmitted through as much as 1,100 feet
smaller wavelengths has come a leap to new levels of infor- of waveguide, demodulated, and produced on a convential
mation transmission capacity. As signal-carrying wave- television set operating at the Channel 6 frequency.
lengths become smaller, more waves at higher frequencies In addition, Corning is experimenting with optical
could be pushed through communication channels, thus couplers for waveguide communications system to mini-
increasing the total information a channel could carry. This mize losses when signals branch off from main lines at
latest development of communicating at optical wave- terminals. And Corning is working with other firms around
lengths promises a 10,000-fold increase in signal-carrying the world interested in optical communications. Companies
capacity. A single optical waveguide, approximately one- with which Corning has made joint development agree-
fifth the diameter of a human hair, can do the work of ments include: Siemens AG of Munich, West Germany;
10,000 ordinary telephone wires. What's more, these tiny Furukawa Electric Company, Ltd., of Tokyo and Jujitsu,
fibers can be strung together in units the size of ordinary Ltd. of Kawasaki in Japan; Centro Studi e Laboratori Tele-
telephone cables, making the task of replacing present comunicazioni S.p.A. and Industrie Pirelli S.p.A. in Italy;
cables a simple one. Because of their small size, the fibers CIT-Alcatel of France; and British Callender's Cables Ltd.
have a bending radius of less than an inch. and the Plessey Company Ltd. in England.

In the United Kingdom, an early and ardent pursuer of
Today, the Link - Tomorrow, the System developments in optical communications has been the

British Post Office, long anxious to resolve the congested
As a result of the research efforts at Corning, optical communications situation in the London area and between

communications has reached the point where it is awaiting England and the rest of Europe. In the U.S., meanwhile,
further development of the devices that originally sired the research and development efforts on optical communica-
realization that optical communications might be feasible - tions are continuing at Bell Laboratories and elsewhere.
the light sources. Lasers are still the prime light source can- Indications from most authorities point strongly to the
didates. They provide coherent beams of concentrated light fact that optical communications are not just a fancy of the
ideally suited for optical communications. However, the imagination, but are very real and will probably be a reality
technology of impressing information into these laser in the 1980's.
beams has proved difficult to master. And it is the combina-
tion of laser light and optical waveguides that holds the
greatest promise in terms of communications capacity.

"17 guys in my section sent for a free Asphalt
Institute Library the~ .dayafter I did."

,,~Offer open to civil engineering students and professors I

IThe ASAb!I! ~Rg!"L~I!'II
College Park, Maryland 20740
Please send your free Aspnalt Institute I
Library. I
Name I
Class or Rank !

School _

Addressc.L,

I City__ -

State Zip __

~---------------~
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As a civil engineering student, I want
to know all there is to know about ~
the prudent use of asphalt .....••
paving, especially in these
energy-short days. ~

For example, asphalt con-
struction's the flexible one for
designing paving. For flexible
designing like stage construction,
putting down a base now' and the
surface later. Asphalt's the ideal
rehabilitation material, too, for
maintaining present roads.

So the civil engineer who knows
energy-conserving asphalt paving is
going to be more in demand. That ·W.;W~WSi4~

could be you, with a lot of free help from this
Library. Do your future a favor and
send the coupon.



lThis is your key to unprecedented
calculating power; I

Only Hewlett- Packard otTers it.
In 1928 a Polish mathematician, Dr. Jan

Lukasiewicz, invented a parenthesis-free but
unambiguous language; As it's evolved overthe
years it's come to be known as Reverse Polish
Notation (RPN), and it's become a standard
language of computer science.

Today, it's the only language that allows you to
"speak" with total consistency to a pocket-sized
calculator. And the only pocket-sized calculators
that use it are Hewlett-Packard's

/ENTER+I is the key to RPN because it enables
you to load data into a 4-Register Operational
Stack with the following consequences:

I.You can always enter data the same way,
i.e. from left to right, the naturalway to read
any expression.

2.You can always proceed through your problem
the same way. Once you've entered a number
you ask: IICan I operate?" If yes, you perform
the operation. If no, you press /ENTER+I and
key in the next number.

3.You can see all intermediate data anytime, so
you can check the progress of your calcula-
tions as you go.

4.You almost never have to re-enter intermediate
answers-a real time-saver, especially when
your data have eight or nine digits each.

5.You don't have to think your proble~ all the
way through beforehand to determine the best
method of approach.

6.You can easily recover from errors since each
operation is performed sequentially, imme-
diately after pressing the appropriate key, and
all data stored-in the calculator can be easily
reviewed.

LYOU can communicate with your calculator
efficiently, consistently and without ambiguity.
You always proceed one way, no matter what
the problem.



The HP-45 uses RPN.
That's one reason it's the most powerful pre-

programmed pocket-sized scientific calcutator.
Here are 8 others:

I. It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic,
trigonometric and logarithmic functions and
data manipulation operations beyond the
basic four (+, -, x, +).

2. It offers a 4-Register Opera-
tional Stack that saves inter-
mediate answers and
automatically retrieves them
when they are required in
the calculation.~--------'

3. {I":;:::::::i:lli:::illH:;:@lliiM::!l It lets you store up to nine separate r
:}::::::i'::::::':':::I:::::::::::l:::::1::[::!::I:I:l::::1::::11 con stan ts init s n ine Add ressab Ie
:::':!:::::t:::::;:1::1:::::I:::'::I:t!~::::::::i Me m0 ry Re,gist ers.

4. It gives you a "Last X" Register for error ~
correction or multiple operations on the same
number. If you get stuck midway through a
problem, you can use th-e "Last X" Register
to unravel what you've done.

5 SCI
•• It displays up to 10 significant digits

in either fixed-decimal or scientific
notation and automatically positions
the decimal point throughout its

200-decade range.

6 -'D.MS D.MS-..lt converts angles from-.11 decimal degrees, radians
..- or grads to degrees/minute

seconds and back again.

,..,-.R
I_ • It converts polar coordinates to rec-

• tangu lar coord inates ... or vice-versa.
In seconds.

8.• Its Gold"Shift" Key doubles the func-
tions of 24 keys which increases the

HP-45's capability without increasing its size.

The HP- 35uses RPN too.
If the HP-45 is the world's most powerful pre-

programmed pocket-sized scientific calculator, the
HP-35 is runner-up. It handles 22 functions, has a
4-Register Stack, one Addressable Memory Register
and also displays up to 10 digits in either fixed-
decimal or scientific notation.

'W45: $325::: HP-35: $225:::
The exceptional val ue of these exceptional

machines becomes even more apparent when you
consider their prices. You can own the world's most
powerful pocket-sized pre-programmed scientific
calculator, the HP-45, for just $325~~The HP-35 costs
only $225:::

Ask your dealer for our booklet,
"ENTER vs.EQUAlS'

It demonstrates the superiority of
Dr. Lukasiewicz' language by
com pari ng it to other calcu lators'
systems on a problem-by-problem
basis, and it explains the algo-
rithm shown to the left which lets
you evaluate any expression on a
calculator that uses RPN and an
Operational Stack. This booklet is

must reading for anyone serioustyinterested in
owning a powerful pocket-sized calculator.

A\'3ilable at leading department stores
and college bookstores.

Stop in for afree copy of "Enter vs. Equals:'
detai led specifications on either the H P-35 or H P-45
and demonstrations of both machines. Call Hewlett-
Packard Customer Service, (408) 996-0100for the
dealer nearest you.

Ask about our HP-65 and HP-70
while you're there.

Chances are, he'll also have our two newest
pocket calculators on display-the fully program-
mable HP-65 that lets you write, edit and record
programs on magnetic cards and the HP-70 business
calculator that can help all business students to
excell in their business courses.

A Hewlett-Packard pocket calculator can help you
in school toda~ on the job tomonuw.

HEWLETT~PACKARD
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.

Dept. 216 .19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino. CA 95014.

614/30

*Domestic U.S.A. prices. not including applicable state and local taxes.

Exceptional \1dUes.



Co-op Primer

Stephen A. Lang ChE '75

Authors Note & Introduction:

I begin this venture during a time of change, in both my I am sorry in some respects but not totally regretful, by
life attitudes and goals. As a result, it will seem as though I any means, that I did not make better use of my time in
might be losing my orientation and the path of my first school. School being defined as Monday thru Friday, 8 :00
thoughts. You should therefore view this work as the jour- a.m. to 5:00 p.m. I have experienced and enjoyed life
nal of a modern engineering student; one lucky enough: to firstly as a human being and secondly as a chern. engineer
have cooped seven quarters, to have survived till his senior and feel the better for it. This I will expand upon in the
year, and finally to have learned from experience. future.

In the following pages I hope to expose the fresh young This then sets the tone for "The Coop Primer". I will try
engineer to the realities of the coop program and its affect to remain as objective as possible. It is impossible to be
on life in general; as seen by myself in four years at the totally objective though and subjective discussion will be
University of Cincinnati. Being a chemical engineer, I see used. Inevitably though, someone will think that I am bitter
the most good of this endeavor being directed to the future about the engineering program here at U.C. or they may
ChernE's and to those who can grasp the analogies present. not even be impressed at all by my words. I can honestly
Mainly, I hope to expose the urgency of effective communi- say I feel no great hate for anyone except a few pseudo-
cation in today's society. teachers, watching the students come and go, in no way

In the area of communication, I find many engineers having much respect for the students who are paying their
extremely lacking. This turns out to be a major root of my money to watch some android write with his right hand and
apathy towards school for the last four years. Not being erase with his left. To these so-called teachers we owe the
able to establish any meaningful relationships among my failure of the curriculum; for by not keeping pace with the
classmates quickly turned me farther into myself and away student's and society's needs, they have removed them-
from interaction with my peers. In many respects though, I selves from the reality of effective teaching.
am glad that my social intercourse took place outside of the Part one of the "Primer" introduces some basic job
possible engineering cliques. I definitely feel that I have orientation: learning your job through experience, common
experienced more as a human being because of it. Thus frustrations, and job evaluation. I hope that someone can
experience, and learning from it enters into the picture. make use of these words; to re-evaluate his position, to stay

Unlike those hundred of engineers before me, I feel a in engineering, perhaps even to rewrite the "Primer" for the
need to relate my experiences and knowledge gained from future.
them, to the future coops at U.C. Although it may scare
some people off, I see only good in it for those it helps to THE CO-OP PRIMER
direct. For these people life will be more purposeful and
hopefully more enjoyable. Part One - "Job Orientation"

There is nothing more disruptive to happiness than frus-
tration. It is a complex conjugate to enjoying your life. Possibly the most difficualt task for a new coop is intro-
Thus, the development of a coop's basic consciousness ducing himself to the job and its surrounding people. On
towards the realities of his future environment can be seen the first day of work you're told the general company
as an important orientation area. policies, common working procedures, the company layout

Onward from the development of consciousness comes and organization and finally where the restrooms are.
directing your goals, be they personal, job, or life oriented. Depending upon the company's size, your first job orienta-
To be able to direct your energies, organization is a major tion may last anywhere from a day to the whole quarter.
prerequisite. Finally comes the realization of goals, and the Odds are though, that within the first week of the quarter,
need to objectively view your situation. All these subjects you'll have a pretty good idea of what your future work
and their tangents are never really presented to the in- quarter will develop into, if you utilize communications
coming engineer as part of an effective orientation, he must with your supervisor. To insure this the coop must break
learn by experience. I feel that I have learned these things down the first standardized relations performed by his
and am taking advantage of them at the very moment. supervisor.
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Since the usual green coop has no experience, his first and hopefully communicating with your supervisor, will
jobs are often pretty dull. Collecting and/or testing product you give him the correct interpretation of your motivations
samples, being an errand boy, etc. In many cases the first and actions: otherwise to him you are just another coop,
coop assignments are either designed to test you or prepare relatively good, cheap labor; and sorry fella there ain't no
you for your real intended job. Commonly the employer is chaplain here!
going to find out quantitatively what type of worker you The ability to communicate though, is not something
are; how fast you work, your thoroughness, and your self openly present in everyone. There are many intelligent
starter capabilities. Secondly you are being slowly people who are so introverted that there seems to be a
oriented to the company resources, from where the brooms stone wall guarding against any relevant communication. As
are stored to where you take samples out a process pipe. far as the business world is concerned, communication is a

In any case, the coop soon sees the role of experience in major part of efficient business. The more effectively you
general company proceedings. The only reason your boss, is can communicate with your surroundings the better chance
your boss is because of his invaluable years of experience. you have at accomplishing your goals. An excellent
You see that the smartest people are not necessarily those example being: that old timer in the plant doesn't go around
with 2 or 3 degrees, but the oldtimer in the plant who has giving out his wealth of information unless he is approached
experienced it all in the last twenty-five years. The saying correctly and that is usually with some honest respect.
"Ignorance is Bliss' comes to mind. Thus until you acquire Thus communication may be analogied to a basic fact of
some worthwhile experience, you are basically an expend- life and thermodynamics: you never get more out than you
able quantity. This leads to a very important area, insuring put in, and even then you don't. Developing your com-
your job. municative skills early, can then help to insure your job and

Insuring you job is just another way of saying: learn, your happiness a bit too.
experience more than your peers. By showing acceptance In most cases than not, job frustration heads back to
of responsibility, to carry something out to its logical con- your practice supervisor at about two or three weeks before
elusion will immediately set you apart from your unaggres- your departure for school or vacation. Now he is forced to
sive peers. I imagine that insuring your job was in the past evaluate you, the work you've done and what would be the
learned after graduation. It is necessary though for you to best for the department in terms of work that must be done
practice it during your coop years, if you can. More than and that he thinks you capable of doing with little or no
anything else it prevents frustration. With more experience orientation. Possibly it is at this time that your supervisor
comes more respect, better work assignments and better will write out his coop evaluation of you and perhaps he
pay. will wait to see how you do during your final weeks. Gen-

erally it doesn't matter what you do your final weeks unless
Perhaps job insuring should be viewed as insuring your- you've been given some meaningful company responsibili-

self against wasting your time. It can insure you to a great ties. He will go about his responsibilities and complete your
extent against having to do the low man on the totem pole evaluation, often without consulting you at all.
jobs, but alas these jobs are often an enjoyable break. Thus, Whether you still have any respect for your supervisor
gaining the respect of your supervisor is seen as the first and vice versa generally guides him in his evaluation. He will
most important step to take. either skim through it relatively quickly, in total being satis-

Until your boss knows you, and appreciates your value, fled with your work and armed with the knowledge of basic
there is no way that he is going to give you any great grade school grading, he appropriately gives you 1 of 2
amount of responsibility, if your job carries any at all. basic grades in the various categories and sends it off
Obviously, it is important for you to respect your boss as efficiently. On another side, being either communicable or
much as the opposite. In this light, effective communica- not, he rates you according to his beliefs and does not
tion paves the way towards mutual respect. For many expand with facts or explanation.
coops, the work quarter is simply being #1 slave to your From this there are many possibilities of never being
boss. Suddenly the coop sees the light and frustrations start told your deficient qualities. The evaluation form he fills
developing. ou t is comprehensive to the coops qualities. The only flaw I

It is very common for this type coop to be enthusiastic see is that the coop is being evaluated in areas he might not
towards work for 7-8 weeks of the quarter. For fear of recognize as relevant. If I had seen a copy of the standard
doing anything wrong, the coop does only that assigned to evaluation form as a freshman it would have helped me in
him; or there you are sitting in front of a machine, running understanding my future environments from the start! You
standard tests on 50 samples a day, day in and day out. can see however, how it can follow your growth and poten-
Simply from not voicing your objections to a job, it lands tial from an objective viewpoint.
in your lap and there you are wasting away. As for the student quarter report forms they offer the

Frustration, having been developed in the worker, now engineer a chance to write about his practice quarter. This
leads our coop further from his first hopes of a relavent practice though is not appreciated until you must prepare
work quarter. Most common is a feeling of being trapped or resumes your senior year. The coop should try to use them
caged in for the rest of the quarter. This leads to apathy to his full advantage. If he doesn't, his counselor will never
and a general lack of motivation to do anything correctly know the value of the coop jobs, and will not be interested
and to take regular breaks for coffee and to go to the in you outside of his basic responsibilities.
restroom on company time. Eventually this apathy leads to This, then, concludes Part One of the Coop Primer. The
drudgery and he is really trapped. knowledge contained shall lead to Part Two, "The Develop-

Meanwhile the coop has forgotten or never knew in the ment of the Coop Consciousness." This. second installment
first place, that his supervisor has been testing his general in the "Coop Primer" will deal with: the realities of life as a
work qualities. On the other side though, frustration can be coop, personal maturity, and the concept of the profes-
a stepping stone to better communication. Only by talking sional student.
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Reflections on Teaching Theory

by Dr. Stanley Cosgrove
Dept. of Chemical Engineering

I. INTRODUCTION - A Philosophy of Education

A R Ie f Ed ti . S ti fvi H N d Higher education (college level) is required by no. 0 0 uca Ion In a IS ymg uman ee s '.
Human needs ex eed th e f th . I .. present social system, but IS financially subsidized toc os 0 0 er anIma speCIes In . . .

that a more highly developed mind generates desires be- varymg degrees b~ most. While ~ .rart a continuation of
O d th . t d ith . I ddt' Ed secondary education (e.g. acquisition of more complexy nose aSSOCIae WI surviva an repro uc Ion. u- " '.
ti be vi d tcn-wi b hi h th skills), It offers unconventional choices and challenges, to-ca Ion may e viewe as a s ep-wise process y W c e ' ..

h '. . gether WIth opportunities to explore uncharted areas ofuman species prepares Itself to attempt to satisfy these knowled S ifi high I I kill . . . ( h
needs. A democratic form of societ would re uire e ualit now e ge: peci .IC - eve s acquisitions, ~.g. t ose

f tunitv i . th Y I q f q.y of a dentist, engineer, or accountant) may be integratedo oppor uni y In pursulllg ese goa s - or 0 course In . ... .
. ti th . lid " Into the humanistic-social college level expenence may

reJec mg em ~s inva I. . . follow it or may replace it. '
The following are considered to be the more Important ' . . . .

hum n eed lth gh t 11 f th I . I Continuing education (part-time) permits formal edu-a n s, a ou no a 0 em are exc USIvey " . ..
human: cation to be Integrat~~ contmuously WIth life's experiences,

1 T fi d ..!' d t d t d th allows for the acquisition of newly-developed skills, and. a In a meanIng lor, an 0 un ers an e .. . .
human environment. helps counteract repetitive-job-induced mental lethargy and

2. To exchange knowledge and understanding with dullness.
other members of the species C. Society's Educational Responsibilities

3. To improve conditions of personal comfort In the writer's opinion, our society should assume the
4. To be competitive in interpersonal relationships following responsibilities for the support and encourage-
S. To achieve an equilibrium between interpersonal ment of education:

relationships and environmental relationships. 1. Ensure the acquisition of the basic skills necessary
More succinctly, it is suggested that man's highest chal- for effective everyday living in the immediate future. That
lenge, and uniquely so, is an intellectual one. is, communication skills and mathematical skills - 10 year

While the debate concerning heredity versus environ- projection.
ment will doubtlessly continue ad infinitum, it is my con- 2. Establish an intellectual base from which man can,
tention that the initial capacity, the capacity for growth, with free choice, and in accord with his needs and capabili-
and the response characteristics of the human mind are not ties, work towards the satisfaction of his basic human
directly related to, or controllable by environmental factors. needs.
Also, that mental capacity and response can be improved 3. Provide a broad range of training facilities, so that
by exercise, and dulled by inactivity. special skills may be acquired effectively and efficiently. *

B. Educational Formats 4. Totally finance, on an equal opportunity basis,
L·.!'· d tl 1 . ith vari ti general education to a level consistent with society's wisheshe IS an e uca rona expenence, WI vana Ions In .,

. . " ., and resources. Depending on a society s specific needs,nature and intensity as a random function of time, LIfe St" . t ti h ld b fi d i f 11' b. . rammg Ins rue Ion s ou e inance In u or In part yexpenences are unstructured and laregly unplanned social the reci t
. t ti f d . al M h e reclplen .In erac Ions 0 an e ucation nature. an as super-
imposed upon this a series of structured learning experi- D. Evaluation/Recognition of Formal
ences covering the years of childhood through physical Education/Training Achievement
maturity. A social system which offers freedom of choice by

Primary and secondary education reflects the past and employee and employer, or by client and professional,
present needs of the social system. It covers the basic skills (which ours does, despite "affirmative action") requires
(the three R's), and demands the retention of factual that the education/training process be competitive and
material deemed to be most important by professional edu- quantitative - that is, the awarding of grades and diplomas.
cators. Hopefully, it introduces the student to processes of Furthermore, since the total human experience involves
reasoning, thought association, and mind expansion as an both success and failure, then a logical preparation for this
optional extra. This level of educational application (not to experience should likewise present opportunities for success
be confused with achievement) is required by all developed and failure. In addition, the modus operandi of our present
countries. system requires that in the optimized allocation of tasks,
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the rate of education/training achievement, and the level of to student, and that variations within a given category
achievement are both of immediate importance, whereas should be expected, e.g., students A & B prefer different
the educational potential of the candidate employee is only texts(5).
of possible long-range significance. A categorization of knowledge by three types seems

In formal higher education, as documented by tran- useful:
script and diploma, the institution and its faculty have in 1. Factual information
effect contracted with the student to provide a specific 2. Specific skills
service. The nature of the commitment by both parties 3. Reasoning skills, theory development, innovative
should be clearly understood, as should the respective pen- thinking.
alties for breach of contract. Methods of transmittal include:

1. Reading (text, and supplementary)
II. ATTEMPTED DEFINITIONS OF 2. Formal lecture

PRESENT THEORY OF TEACHING 3. Lecture with random and variable discussion
4. Discussion/debate - ideally with equal participation

A. Introduction by all
Presently, the writers' theory of teaching is in a state of 5. Laboratory experience, including demonstration

confusion. Self-analysis suggests that much of this con- 6. Individual, or group problem-working sessions
fusion arises from a sense of guilt - that such a theory has 7. Electronic audio/visual presentations
never existed, at least not formally. What follows, there- 8. Student dialogue with programmed computer
fore, has been dragged painfully from the mind, as an 9. Tutorial instruction.
attempt to organize and rationalize experiences, readings, Clearly, all of these methods have some applicability to
(especially the work of Gilbert Highet(l) and Jacques transmission of the three types of knowledge. However, the
Barzun(2), discussions, and the results of unplanned exper- methodes) selected by the teacher are dependent upon an
iments which range over many years and several countries. interplay of the following factors:
Under these circumstances it would be most surprising if (1) Teaching load, (2) Teacher experience and capa-
such a theory could withstand rigorous scrutiny. bility, (3) Financial support, (4) Availability of supporting

B. Basic Assumptions services, (5) Text availability and library support, (6) Tradi-
tion, (7) Peer example or pressure, (8) Student pressure.

(1) Why People ~arn In the typical American university, the interplay of
It would seem logical that people learn. only w.hen they these factors has produced a pattern of alarming consis-

can see a reason for such a course of action - I.e. when tency and one familiar enough to the typical college
motivated. The ~ou~ger the pers?n, the more imme~ate teach;r - namely:
m~st be the rna tivation , e.g. ~umshment, w~ath, or disap- 1. Strong dependence on formal lectures to large
pOInt~e~t of a p~r~nt as negatives, versus praise, reward, or undergraduate classes, usually with close adherence to a
recognltlo~ as posltIve~. required text.

. In mId~le y~ars It ,:ould a~pe~r to ~e m~ch more 2. Laboratory sessions where appropriate (manual
d1fficuI~ to identify speCIfic. mottvations, since I~ part the skills and/or problem solving skills), with supervision en-
parent IS re?la~ed by a multi-faceted peer group.( ). ~n later trusted to graduate assistants
years, motivation seems to be more clearly identifyable 3. Office hours, which may provide for the occasional
with attempts to satisfy the basic human needs already dis- hurried tutorial
cussed. 4. Graduate seminars, which may range from small-

Hence, in the 18-25 age group, it is tempting to assume audience lectures to open and open-ended discussions
that motivations for learning are varied, complex, and per- 5. Variable tutorial instruction from graduate advisors.
haps beyond the comprehension of the teacher, even if he
or she were in a practical position to make an individual (3) Function of the Teacher
analysis of the students. (a) Images(6)

Finally, the idea that some forms of learning stem from How do students view their teachers - as authority
a basic biological urge, which may be dulled by environment, figures, substitute parents, equals, friends? Likewise, how
has meritt 4) - in which case, it would cease to exist only do teachers view their students - as necessary evils, their
when the will to live no longer existed. children, their intellectual inferiors, associates, friends?

(2) H P I L
My recollections of 1945 in England clearly indicate

ow eop e eam h 0 f d U· . I· d c . ISince teachers in higher education are rarely required t at at x or. mV~fSlty viewe my proressors a~ inte -
to take formal education courses, one might conclude that, le~tually supenor, ~Istant, and poorly endowed WIth the
for their students at least, the question "how do people milk of human kmdness: I never wond~red h~w they
learn?" is of no importance. Perhaps it is assumed that by look~d upon me, an~ conjecture seems pointless smc~ the

ge 18 11educ tion communication channels are open and English are usually intolerant of any form of emotional
a a a di I
fully operative, so that this should be a matter of life or no ISp ay.
concern to the college teacher. (b) Using Instructional Methods

However, when one attempts to categorize types of When an instructor is 'provided with' 4-three hour
instruction, it seems clear that a correspondence exists be- classes, each of 25 students, with lecture rooms containing
tween the nature of the knowledge to be transmitted, and fixed seating for 30, with a course outline, with a commit-
the optimum techniques for transmittal. Furthermore, tee-agreed upon text, and with a grade list detailing his
when several different transmittal techniques seem perti- options and responsibilities, then he does the obvious thing
nent, then general experience would indicate that student - he lectures, examines, and submits grades. The exact
response to different techniques would vary from student ways in which he meets these implied, or required responsi-
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We make big tonnage items and small ones too.
Naturally, marketing these products takes a
well-coordinated sales effort.

At Bethlehem we manufacture a and process control, mechanical Meantime, pick up a copy of our
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ingful careers will find plenty of engineer are all possibilities. Bethlehem, PA 18016.
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bilities, and the number of meaningful hours devoted to students have been required to adjust their learning time
these activities depends upon the range and magnitude of scale to that of the system, i.e, complete specified work in a
other activities, and upon the relative priorities he assignes specified period. Also, while different categories of work
to the~. " " (learning) were identified, little or no effort has been made

. It IS my. contention that direct teaching should be a to tailor the method of teaching to the type of learning.
major commitment of all college faculty, and that within ...
the constraints of time and funding, they should move E. QueStI~mng the ~hilosophy
towards optimizing the teaching/learning process for each of BaSICAssumpt~ons. . .
course taught, whether it be an undergraduate course of In ~atters o.f education and of mtellectual activity, my
100, or a single graduate advisee relationship. personall~teractl?nS .for more than 30 years have been with

people with motivation to excel, with above average capa-
C. Teaching Methods Used, 1961-73 bility, and with some measure of recognized achievement.
During this 12-year period, 8 or 9 different courses In higher education, particularly at the graduate level, it

have been taught, undergraduate and graduate, with class seems logical to assume that those who are not fully equip-
sizes ranging from 5 to 125. What is probably a common ped to play ball should stay away from the ballpark. This
pattern for many teachers has evolved: philosophy is practical if one has a sufficient number of

1. Increasing efficiency as a lecturer fully-equipped ball players on hand. Whether it is ethical is a
2. Decrease in aloofness towards students matter of individual conscience. At my teaching level, I can
3. Increasing willingness to define course objectives still accept this philosophy as both practical and ethical,

clearly, and to indicate expected student capacilities at the and consistent with a social system which should suffer no
end of the course fundamental changes over the next 10-20 years.

4. Increased respect for student opinion However, one must recognize that the 'perfect' 18-year
5. Decreasing 'adversary attitude', with examinations a old, after acceptance into the higher educational system

game of 'who can outwit who' may 'fall from grace' for reasons beyond his control. At this
6. Increased willingness to talk with students, rather point, are serious attempts at rehabilitation initiated, or is

than at students. he eliminated? In the 'cruel' outside world he is often
One initial dread has not materialized. After teaching eliminated, although one is now seeing attitude changes.

one basic undergraduate course more than 30 times, enthu- It is painful for me to accept my own imperfections,
siasm for this course has not decreased, and different ways and to adjust to situations beyond my control, and I am
of grouping, using, and presenting the course information impatient with imperfections in others. Never-the-less, I
have been sought and used. must now question my former assumptions with respect to

D C
tibilit f T hi M th dUd the 'ideal student', and must accept as reasonable my re-

. ompa I I Y 0 eac ng e 0 s se ibili "ith Ed ti at Phil h d "sponSI ity to provide alternatives in learning techniques
WI uca Ion . osop y an '"' .
T

hi Th Perhaps the Ideal student doesn't really need youeac mg eory .....
~e they were never formulated in a re~ognizable III A TENTATIVE, MODIFIED THEORY

way, It would appe~r that some form ~f educational phil- OF TEACHING/LEARNING
osophy and teaching theory has guided my efforts.
Apparently, this "subsurface' theory of teaching changed A. Introduction
continuously - doubtless in part because external con- I am an evolutionist, not a revolutionist. For me some
straints changed, and in part because of administrative aspec~s of former philosophy and theory must be retained,
changes, or improved knowhow for circumventing con- especially those of structure and discipline. Formal educa-
straints. tion must be structured, preferably in an inconspicuous

Successful teaching requires that the teachers educa- way, because life itself is structured. Tolerable life in our
tional philosophy be compatible with that of the unit with society demandsa measure of self discipline.
which he is associated, and with the general expectations of Equally important to the fate of our social system is a
the student body. For example, a teacher whose philosophy co~sid~ration of short-range versus long-range educational
of education requires the teacher to be an authority figure, objectives, Snydert") writes to this point in an oblique
premotivated students, rigorous entrance requirements, and manner, but never quite comes to grips with it. To me, the
a disregard for the non-achiever would find our University basic question is - can we educate a person to be adjusted
College environment intolerable. The Engineering College to and capable of productive living at age 25, who will be
environment would be mutually more acceptable. equally adjusted and capable at age 50? Educationally, how

For the most part, the writer's teaching methods have can you combine specific capability for a known world
been consistent with his teaching theory, if provision be with flexibility to handle an unknown one? Radical
made for a base line which is time dependent. This con- approaches, such as those of Toeffler(8), and Illich(9) seem
sistency is evidenced by a detached, yet concerned attitude negative and defeatist. They appear to address themselves
towards students; the assumption of a high degree of pre- neither to immediate practical problems, nor to long range
existing student motivation; consistent attempts to chal- ones.
lenge stude'nts; some emphasis upon the competitive aspects I am fearful, yet find little support from my peers, that
of the learning process; the assumption of student maturity moving too far in the direction of unstructured, undisci-
in matters of trust, and in matters of planning, and of plined education will produce future 'crops' of 50-year olds
seeking help. even less capable of coping with life than. today's or yester-

Some inconsistencies are also apparent. While the day's 50-year old.
assumption was made that different students learn in dif- B. Rethinking the Role of the Teacher
ferent ways, only the lecture method, and to some degree, In the past, I have failed to consider the significance of
the discussion method have been consistently used, and all student/teacher interaction in the teaching/learning process.
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My model has assumed frictionless interaction, and perfect At different points in a teacher's career one or more of
communication. these alternatives may be very attractive for either altruistic

An awareness of all the possible imperfections creates a or selfish reasons. A young assistant professor may find
feeling of panic as one scans the published works of educa- pleasure and satisfaction in serving as faculty advisor to a
tional psychologists, and marvels at their courage in draw- student sailing club. On the other hand, if he or she is
ing conclusions from wide-scatter data, obtained with ambitious for rapid promotion, then concentration on the
systems whose variables cannot be fully identified, nor con- current "high pay-off' activities might be elected, at least
trolled in a rigorous manner. One grasps at the familiar, for until adequate rank and tenure had been secured. On the
example, optimizing the learning process by means of a other hand, the established tenured teacher must almost
computerized feedback systemt 10) as a possible approach inevitably enter a period of exhausted motivation for the
for personal consideration. teacher-learning process. At that point, rehabilitation is one

For me, modifications in the teacher role must be possibility, a redirected career is another, or protracted
made in small increments. No author studied, nor person to bitter inefficiency is a third. Therein lies the challenge - to
whom I have listened in the past few months has convinced eliminate that all too common third possibility.
me that I should destroy my educational philosophy and
teaching theory, and rebuild from the ground up.

In fact, recommendation has been made against such V ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
actions - against drastic change in the teacher relet 11). The author is indebted to Professor Tony Grasha, who

C. Rethinking the Role of the Student appears to act from the conviction that "old teachers"
The concept that, in our present system, the student neither have to die nor fade away.

has no feelings, no rights, and is a subhuman being whose
time has no value has received considerable attentiont lD.
The differing student responses to these alleged impositions REFERENCES
(and their significanc~ ) have also b.een discussed (7). It (1 ) Highet, Gilbert, "The Art of Teaching"
seems that such uttenngs have convinced many students (2)Barzun Jacques "The American University"
~ha~ th~y should demand partnership in ed~cati~n (and in (3)McKea~lrie, Wilbert J., ''Teaching Tips"
illStI!~tIOnal gover~anc~), r~~her than a contilluat~on of the (4) Maslow, referred to in "Creativity for Engineers" by
traditional role of receivers ill a one-way transaction, Oran South ("Changing College Classroom.), and refer-

To understand t~e studen~, t?e teacher should form.all!, red to in "Classroom Innovation" by Roger Harrison.
become a student himself - It IS unfortunate that this IS (5)Riechmann Sheryl "Learning Theory Concepts" Lee-
usually done, (for advanced degree purposes) only by the ture 11/5/73 ' ,
youn~er, beginning te.ac~er. This role reversal is the most (6)Bolton, Charles K, and Boyer, Ronald K., "One/Two-
e!fectIve way. of convincing teachers of the absolut~ ne~es- way Communication in the Classroom"
sity of effective student/teacher two-way communlcation. (7)Snyder, Benson, "The Hidden Curriculum"

D. Rethinking Student/Teacher Relationships (8) Toeffler , Alvin, "Future .Shock"
My former student/teacher relationship model is too (9)lllich, Ivan, "De schooling Society"

simplistic in terms of the known science of human be- (10)Atkinson, R.C. & Paulson, I.A., "An Approach to the
havior. Alternatively, it assumes that students with a poor Psychology of Instruction", Psychological Bulletin,
initial fit will rapidly conform to it, so that effective stu- 1972,28,49,
dent/teacher communication can be quickly established. (ll)Harrison, Roger, op.cit.
However, those students who cannot or will not conform (12)Farber, Gerald, "Student as Nigger"
may drop out; those who can and will may develop depen- (13)Rogers, Carl, "Freedom to Learn"
dency characteristics which most of today's teachers
specifically decryt"). When Carl Rogers! 13) declares that
"the goal of education ... is the facilitation of change" I
doubt if he refers directly to student personality. I feel no *"Training", as opposed to the more general term education, in-
obligation to convert a blue-collar Norwood offspring into a volves the acquisition of special skills (manual or mental) whose
Clift it f f d d I R th I ld t t hi mastery makes possible the completion of specific tasks in an opti-1 On1e 0 a e e egance. a er, wou ry 0 use IS mum manner.
background in a positive way to facilitate both his educa-
tion and training.

IV CONCLUSION
I must conclude that only those persons dedicated to

the teaching-learning process can be effective teachers on a
consistent and long-term basis. Institutions of higher learn-
ing, in particular, offer a variety of attractive alternatives,
and in moderation, a few of them can enhance the effec-
tiveness of the dedicated teacher. Such alternatives are
scholarly creative activities, consulting, committee service,
governance group activities, community service, and ex-
panded student contracts of a more social nature.
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Some companies still start you off course, that you're judged entirely sources are great, our day-to-day
with a number of weeks of training on performance. And grow as fast operations are highly decentralized.
courses. Then a number of months as your ability allows. That you'll find a shirt-sleeve, first-
in one department. A number in If you're a mechanical or chemical name feeling of openness, where you
another. And so on. engineer, or chemist who'd welcome know and work with the people who

Not Celanese. We're still growing this kind of professional freedom, make the decisions. And a lot more
too fast tofuss with that sort of thing. we'd especially like to talk to you now. about why you'll find Celanese a good

We won't crank you through a We'll tell you that Celanese ranks place to carve out a rewarding career.
long, tedious training program. among the top five U.S. chemical Have your placement officer set up
You'll be assigned immediately to a companies. That sales are over 1.5 an interview. Or write to Dr. S. T.
project, one that tests and develops billion dollars annually. That we Clark, Celanese, Celanese Building,
your skills. It's your project. Your have large and expanding stakes in 1211 Avenue of the Americas,
responsibility. If you need help.you'Il four important high-technology in- New York, N.Y: 10036.
get it. But nobody will be breathing dustries-fibers, chemicals, plastics
down your neck. This means, of and coatings. That, although our re-

CI.ELAN ES EAn equal opportunity employer mit



S.W.E. For the winter quarter, at least, S.W.E. is cen-
trally located in 646 Baldwin Hall. There is even a

Those of you who have had occasion to walk mail slot, so feel free to question, comment, and
past the main offices on the sixth floor of Baldwin criticize.
have perhaps noticed a round blue and orange em-
blem on the door of room 646. This emblem marks A.I.A.A.
the birth of a new organization on campus - The
Society of Women Engineers. Many of you, espe- The purpose of American Institute of Aero-
cially upperclassmen, are probably wondering why nautics and Astronautics is to foster interest in the
the less-than-handful of women engineering stu- sciences of aeronautics, astronautics, and hydro-
dents you've seen or known saw fit to organize and nautics, and to create a forum for the discussion of
hand themselves a title. Actually, the total enroll- these topics. The DC Student Branch offers techni-
ment of women in the College of Engineering is cal publications, field trips and local meetings to its
much more than a handful. In fact, as of final regis- membership and the rest of the university com-
tration for Autumn quarter, the total number munity in an effort to attain these goals. The
approached 60, doubling last year's enrollment. Branch is also sponsoring the 1975 AIAA Midwest

The purpose of S.W.E., as expressed in it's con- Regional Student Conference here in April. This
stitution, is two-fold. Firstly, the Society should conference presents an opportunity for student
"support and encourage fellow members through members to present technical papers in competi-
sharing of common technical interests, aspirations, tion for cash awards and national recognition. For
and problems," and secondly, it should "provide information on membership, contact Dr. Gary
information to interested persons on the opportun- Slater, 758 Baldwin, 475-6122.
ities for women in engineering."

Basically, this student section of S.W.E. exists to TAU BETA PI
perform a service for its members, for the college,
and for the community. This also brings up the Tau Beta Pi is the college wide honor society.
question of who can join S.W.E. May it be emphat- Undergraduate members are inducted on the basis
ically stated that any full-time registered student in of character from the top 1/8th of the Junior class
engineering or a science related field may join. and the top 1/5th of the Senior class. Membership
Those who wish to join the National organization also includes graduate engineers, elected on the
may do so. basis of their eminent achievements in the engi-

The most recent activity of the society was its neering profession.
participation in the College's Careers Day for Founded in 1885, Tau Beta Pi is the oldest and
Women in Engineering, on October 31. The pro- largest of the engineering college honor societies,
gram was designed to encourage high school girls to with 169 collegiate chapters and an initiated mem-
look into engineering as a profession, and to bership of over 183,000. The D.C. Chapter, Ohio
acquaint them with knowledge of the many oppor- Beta, was chartered in 1915.
tunities an engineering degree offers. The format Ohio Beta members are currently involved in
consisted of guided tours, rap sessions with stu- ( planning for the 1975 national convention, to be
dents and professionals, and an introductory held here next October. Also underway is a free
speech by Ms. Judith Schwan, a 1948 graduate of tutoring program for freshmen and sophomores.
V.C., B.S. ChE., who is presently at the Eastman Further information may be obtained in the Stu-
Kodak Company in Rochester, N.Y. dent Activities Office, 643 Baldwin.
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A.I.Ch.E. country, including the University of Cincinnati's
Tau Chapter. Initiates ate chosen from the upper

The American Institute of Chemical Engineers is tenth of- the prejunior class, the upper fourth of
an organization whose function is to keep its' the junior class and the upper third of the senior
members informed of current developments in the class, on the basis of both academic record and
field of Chemical Engineering, maintain and im- personal integrity.
prove the skills of its members, and to recognize Eta Kappa Nu serves the interests of electrical
members who have demonstrated outstanding per- engineering students wherever possible and when-
formance and leadership in engineering. Here at ever a need is demonstrated. One of the activities
U.C., the student chapter provides informative planned for this year is the preparation and distri-
seminars and lectures to its' members as well as bution of a pamphlet outlining senior courses to
providing social programs throughout the year. As members of the junior class, so that they will be
with any student organization, AIChE can only be better able to plan their senior year.
as effective as the students want it to be, so GET A SeE
INVOLVED! ....

A.S.M.E. The objective of the American Society of Civil
Engineers student chapter is to help the student

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers prepare himself for entry into the civil engineering
met for, the second time this year on October 17 at profession and the society.
which time-officers for the 1974-1975 school year .Th.e chapter is .a good medi.um fo~ exercising
were elected. Voted into office were Ben principles of personal and public relations. ASCE
McCutchin, President; Raz Ferguson, Vice Presi- activities promote better relationships among stu-
dent (Executive); Eric Frantz, Secretary; Dan dents and '~etwee~r students' an~ faculty, .while at
Mastell, Treasurer; Jeff Frantz, Jr. Vice President the same time builds up professional contacts and
Section I; and Paul Hollingsford, Jr. Vice President helps make the student aware of professional
Section II. Activities for the coming quarter in- opportunities. For example, student chapter mem-
elude an avid membership drive in which last year's bers conduct chapter activities, both technical and
record goal is in hopes of being broken. Also a social, hold office, request and entertain guest
weekend trip to New York for the ASME conven- speakers, and visit engineering works both com-
tion is being planned for the middle of November. pleted and under construction. These and many
All ASME members are eligible to attend although other chapter activities contribute to broad per-
there is a limit. sonal development by stimulating an early profes-

sional consciousness. The chapter offers you an
CHI EPSILON opportunity to expand your technical education

and to become an involved engineering student.
Chi Epsilon the National Civil Engineering honor Membership is open to all civil engineering stu-

fraternity is celebrating its 25th year on the V.C. dents (both undergrad and graduate). Information
campus. Our purpose is to honor those CEE stu- regarding membership, meetings, activities, etc. can
dents who exhibit the scholarship character, practi- be obtained thru the Civil Engineering Office,
cality, and sociability that will produce a successful Room 639 Baldwin Hall, on the Civil Engineering
professional practice. Bulletin Board, just outside the office or by con-

Membership usually consists of about 20-30 tacting one of the Officers: President, Jerry Maly;
pre-junior, junior and senior civil engineers. Vice-Pres., Alan Kalp; Secretary, John Shelc; Trea-

Our fraternity does not often undertake a heavy surer, Marv Hartsfield.
schedule of social events and activities, leaving Please join us as a member of the student chap-
those functions up to the ASCE chapter. We do, ter.
however, play an active role in participating and
assisting ASCE in their functions. E.A. CLUB

Our primary concerns are the screening of pros- The purpo e f th E· . AI· CI b .o 0 •• • s 0 engIneerIng na ySIS u IS
pective members and the banquets and initiation of to promot f 11 hi b t th E A f 1hose who do recei e e ows ip e ween eo. acu tyt ose who do receive acceptance. and 1· ObI t d t All t d t 11 d i he rgt e s u en s. s u en s enro e In t e

ETA KAPPA NU major of Engineering Analysis are eligible for mem-
bership. Projects for the Winter quarter include the

Eta Kappa Nu is the National Electrical Engi- drafting of a formal constitution and several other
neering Honor Society. It was founded as a col- social activities. Interested students can get infor-
legiate society of electrical engineers at the Vniver- mation about the club and its activities by con-
sity of Illinois in 1904, and has now grown to tacting Dr. Messick, club advisor, (747 Baldwin
national proportions. There are presently more Hall) or by contacting the department office (659
than 100 chapters at universities across the Baldwin Hall).
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·How good are you
~ on the turns?

A strong stroke isn't enough to win in freestyle swimming.
Experts say: "Watch the turns."

"A champion won't touch with his hand," they tell us. "He begins his
overhead tumble with a downward stab of his right arm, twists as his feet

hit, then explodes forward with a powerful pushoff."
Their conclusion: "Experience and smart coaching develop a championship turn."

We believe it. That's why we've put together the most experienced and
best-coached team of bearing and steel engineers in the world. And we're

constantly expanding and modernizing for the future.
This coupled with promotion from within will mean increasing opportunities

for you. If you want to grow with growing modern industry, join the team.
Write The Timken Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. Tell our

Manager of College Relations that you'd like to talk it over.
An Equal Opportunity Employer(M/F)

-----_.--_---~---
I II On your campus ... I
J November 13, 1974 ~ TIMKENe

I A Timken ~ompany Rel?resentative I .I would like to talk with you! I ..
L J UG&STWOTJADIMAlIt

THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, SPECIALTY ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS.



E. M. Fields

A professor, whose theories were open to doubt,
but who nonetheless found many and devious ways
of proving them, was lecturing on insects at a uni-
versity.

"On my right had," he said to his students "I
have a flea. I now order him to jump over to my
left hand. As you see; the flea obeys me. "Now,"
he continued, "I remove the legs of the flea and
order it to jump. You note that it doesn't jump.
Therefore, we have scientific proof that a flea Definition of an Engineer: One who passes as an
whose legs are removed becomes deaf. " exacting expert on the strength of being able to

turn out, with prolific fortitude, strings of incom-
prehensible formulae calculated with micromatic
precision from extremely vague assumptions which

The Industrial Engineer died after many years of are b~sed on de~atable te~ts ~nd quite incomplete
dedicated service, and his company arranged an exper~ments carried out WIth Instruments o~ p~~b-
elaborate funeral service. The pallbearers were lematic accura~y by perso.ns of doubtful reliability
carrying the casket out of the church when the lid and rather dubIOUSmentality.
popped open. The expert sat Up and snapped, "If
you would put rollers under this thing you could
layoff four men."

"Did that gum we gave you at the beginning of
the flight help your ears ma'am?"

College football coach overheard in locker "Yes, it did, stewardess, thank you. But I sure
room: "Always remember that football developes had a messy time trying to remove it from my
rugged individualism, initiative, and leadership in ears."
all of its participants. Now I want you to get in
there and do exactly as I tell you."

The boss was chasing his secretary as usual. He
suggested, "Let's go up to my apartment tonight."

Joe was playing his usual 18 holes 'of golf Satur- She answered, "I am very didactic and pithy in
day afternoon. He just sliced into the rough off the my refusal of your very derogatory, vituperative
17th tee and. was about to chip out when he and vitrolic proposition."
noticed a long funeral procession. Joe removed his He said, "I don't get it."
cap and stood still until the funeral passed. Later at She said, "That's what I've been trying to tell
the club house, a fellow golfer greeted Joe. you."

"Say, that was a nice gesture you made today,
Joe."

"What do you mean?"
"I mean it was nice of you to take off your cap A husband answering the phone: "How do I

and stand respectfully when the funeral passed," know?" Why don't you call the weather bureau?"
his friend explained. "Who was that? ," asked his wife.

Oh yes," said Joe. "We would have been "Some fool wanted to know if the coast was
married twenty-six years next month." clear."
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$499.95* 4 x 25 watts continuous (RMS) power into
8 ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz at less than 0.5 % total
harmonic distortion. 2 x 60 watts continuous (RMS)
power in special stereo bridge mode. 1M distortion at
rated continuous output is less than 0.5 % .Frequency
response is 20Hz to 30kHz at tape input + 1.5db.
FM sensitivity is an exceptional 1.9 p,V. Full function
jack panel. Walnut veneer cabinet. Plus many other
features. Model RQ 3747.

The trick is to find a high-quality quad receiver
at a low price.

We think we have that receiver. In fact, we think
we have four of them, each one an outstanding buy
within its price category. They're all listed below
with their prices and most important specs. All you
have to do is decide which one is best for you.

$329.95* 4 x 7.5 watts continuous (RMS) power into
8 ohms from 30Hz to 20kHz at less than 1% total
harmonic distortion. 2 x 15 watts continuous (RMS)
power in special stereo bridge mode. 1M distortion at
rated continuous output is less than 1%. Frequency
response is 20Hz-20kHz at tape input -+- 1.5 db. An
exceptional FM sensitivity of 2.3 }LV. Plus many
features. Model RQ 3745.

$379.95* 4 x 15 watts continuous (RMS) power into
8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20kHz at less than 1% total
harmonic distortion. 2 x 30 watts continuous (RMS)
power in special stereo bridge mode. 1M distortion at
rated continuous output is less than 1% .Frequency re-
sponse is 20Hz-20kHz at tape input -+- 1.5db. FM- sen-
sitivity of 2.3 }LV. Plus many features. Model RQ 3746.

$599.95* 4 x 50 watts continuous (RMS) power into
8 ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz at less than 0.5 % total
harmonic distortion. 2 x 125 watts continuous (RMS)
power in special stereo bridge mode. 1M distortion at
rated continuous output is less than 0.5 % .Frequency
response is 20Hz to 30kHz at tape input -t- 1.5db.
Outstanding FM sensitivity of 1.9 }LV. Full function
jack panel. Walnut veneer cabinet. Plus many other
features. Model RQ 3748.

If you like what you see and what you read, go to
your Sylvania dealer. When you're there, you'll like
what you hear. *Manufacturer's suggested retail price.

(ffi3 SYLVANIA



We're looking for
engineers who know
a great opportunity

when they see it._
-~

The more you know about the energy problem, the more
you know that electricity is going to playa larger and larger
part in helping solve it.

Electric power is one of the greatest opportunities in
engineering today.

And as the world's leading manufacturer of products
that generate and use electricity, General Electric can j

offer you opportunities that few other companies
can match.

At GE you might go to work on nuclear
power plants. Or help manufacture nuclear ~ ..
We're a world leader in both areas. .~

Or maybe help develop more efficient fossil- .
fuel plants. Gas turbines. Combined ~
cycle plants.

Or one day soon maybe work on
one of the new technologies. Like J
the fast-breeder reactor. Coal ,
gasification. Battery storage for
peaking power. Solar heating.
Or a host of others.

And that's only energy.
There are dozens of exciting
fields at GE.

You might make your
future helping us build
electric mass-transit cars.
Or cleaner, quieter jet
engines. Or electronic
medical devices. Like GE's
heart Pacemaker. Or better
kinds of' plastics like our
super-tough Lexan" resin.
Or better kinds of lighting
systems. Like our Lucalox®
street lamps that help reduce
crime. GE is big in all kinds of
areas you might not have
known about.

But a word about that
word "big." At GE you
don't have to worry
about getting caught
in a "bigness maze."
We're not like some
big companies.We're
decentralized. Into
43 strategic
business units.

Forty-three separate busi-
nesses at GE. Each with its own manage-

ment and business objectives.
What's more, since each business is

part of GE, you have flexibility. If your
work interests change, or you want to

advance by learning a new field, we
have many other businesses you can

try.
Sound interesting? Why not send for

our free careers brochure?
Just write General Electric, Educa-

tional Communications, WID, Fairfield,
Connecticut 06431.

Progress for People.

GENERAL. ELECTRIC
An Equal Opportunity Employer

~




